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100% Satisfaction Guarantee. With our 100% Satisfaction Guarantee, teachers can feel secure knowing that our products are top quality and will help them meet the varying needs of their students. Teachers can request a refund on any product within 30 days of receipt. Really Good Stuff® reserves the right to inspect any item returned to ensure that it has not been used. Please initial and date return form before returning items.

You can request a refund on any product within 30 days of receipt. Really Good Stuff® reserves the right to inspect any item returned to ensure that it has not been used. Please initial and date return form before returning items.

Our PSAT scores, and repetitive practice, build reading fluency! Included are 30 8-page booklets—240 words to practice! Each book measures 6” by 9” each. Includes 30 Spanish Syllable Slide and Learns™ on an O-ring.

English Version

$12.48

Spanish Version

$12.48

More Ready-To-Decorate® products available online

Spanish Syllable Slide And Learns™
Apply word-analysis skills (e.g., Spanish phonics including phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondence, spelling patterns, syllabication, digraphs, onsets, syllable juncture, accented sounds, diphthongs, and blends) to decode new words.

Grades K–4
Our popular Slide And Learns™ now in Spanish! Students have fun blending syllables as they simply move the horizontal slider into different positions to reveal a series of words with the same beginning syllable. 30 beginning syllables are featured, each in combination with 8 ending syllables, making it possible to read 240 new words. Includes 30 Spanish Syllable Slide and Learns™ on an O-ring.

305055CEK

$29.99

Spanish Syllable Flip Books
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word-analysis skills in decoding words.

Grades K–2
Read a series of two-syllable words, recognize CVC and CVCe patterns, build reading fluency! Included are 30 6-page books—240 words to practice! Each book measures 6” by 3” and is made of heavy-duty paper. There’s a sturdy storage box, too, with tabbed dividers to keep everything in its place. Includes all the most common open syllables emergent readers need to master longer words.

305100CEK

$29.99

Spanish Syllable Star Puzzles
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word-analysis skills in decoding words.

Grades K–2
“Star” puzzles in Spanish! Our puzzles encourage building and reading 2-syllable words using the most common Spanish syllables. Students can build over 400 words by fitting the beginning syllable star tips to the ending syllable bases. The stars are color-coded for easy management. Races the clock and challenges students by having them work on multiple stars at one time. Includes 20 star puzzles with 6 pieces each, 10 answer keys, and a Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guide.

305064CEK

$14.99

Spanish Syllable Puzzles
Create, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables.

Grades K–3
The student completes the puzzle to make the picture, then turns it over to review the syllables that form the word. Includes 40 syllable puzzles (10 each of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-syllable words), 6½” by 3½” each, a storage box, 10” by 8”, and a Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guide.

305064CEK

$14.99

Spanish Syllable Star Puzzles
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word-analysis skills in decoding words.

Grades K–2
“Star” puzzles in Spanish! Our puzzles encourage building and reading 2-syllable words using the most common Spanish syllables. Students can build over 400 words by fitting the beginning syllable star tips to the ending syllable bases. The stars are color-coded for easy management. Races the clock and challenges students by having them work on multiple stars at one time. Includes 20 star puzzles with 6 pieces each, 10 answer keys, and a Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guide.

305064CEK

$14.99

Buy everything on Page 3 and save!
Includes: Spanish Syllable Flip Books (#305100); Spanish Syllable Puzzles (#305064); Spanish Syllable Slide And Learns™ (#305055); and Spanish Syllable Star Puzzles (#305765).

305300CEK

$89.99

And ELL Resources At www.reallygoodstuff.com/ell
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Order Toll Free: 1-800-366-1920 Fax: 1-203-268-1796

View More Spanish Language Resources

Ezread® Spanish Sound Box Kit
Segment words into individual phonemes.

Grades K–2
A fun, kinesthetic way for students to segment Spanish words into phonemes (sounds). Students name the picture on a card and slide the plastic chips in sequence as they pronounce each sound. 150 pictures of words with 3, 4, and 5 phonemes and 32 sound box work mats (4 each for 3, 4, and 5 sound boxes). Self-checking card backs, 12 sound box mats, 150 picture cards, 36 plastic chips.

304582CEK

$24.99

English Sound Box Kit (#303324) available on page 23

Spanish Syllable Flip Books
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word-analysis skills in decoding words.

Grades K–2
Read a series of two-syllable words, recognize CVC and CVCe patterns, build reading fluency! Included are 30 6-page books—240 words to practice! Each book measures 6” by 3” and is made of heavy-duty paper. There’s a sturdy storage box, too, with tabbed dividers to keep everything in its place. Includes all the most common open syllables emergent readers need to master longer words.

305100CEK

$29.99

Spanish Syllable Puzzles
Create, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables.

Grades K–3
The student completes the puzzle to make the picture, then turns it over to review the syllables that form the word. Includes 40 syllable puzzles (10 each of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-syllable words), 6½” by 3½” each, a storage box, 10” by 8”, and a Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guide.

305064CEK

$14.99

Spanish Syllable Star Puzzles
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word-analysis skills in decoding words.

Grades K–2
“Star” puzzles in Spanish! Our puzzles encourage building and reading 2-syllable words using the most common Spanish syllables. Students can build over 400 words by fitting the beginning syllable star tips to the ending syllable bases. The stars are color-coded for easy management. Races the clock and challenges students by having them work on multiple stars at one time. Includes 20 star puzzles with 6 pieces each, 10 answer keys, and a Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guide.

305064CEK

$14.99

Buy everything on Page 3 and save!
Includes: Spanish Syllable Flip Books (#305100); Spanish Syllable Puzzles (#305064); Spanish Syllable Slide And Learns™ (#305055); and Spanish Syllable Star Puzzles (#305765).

305300CEK

$89.99
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Spanish Make-A-Word Desktop Pocket Chart™

305667CEK
2–4 players.

64 word and picture cards; 4 pawns; 1 die; and dual-language guide.
The first player to make it all the way around the board wins. Game board; picture-word tile and find another tile with that same beginning sound.

Grades K–3

phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondence) to decode new words.

Mézclalas™ (Mix It Up) Spanish Literacy Game

Our special design provides two rows for bringing down the right letters to build words and work in letter-sound activities. When word study is over, kids just roll up the chart and tuck it away—without any letters falling out! With this chart, your lesson pacing will improve and become more predictable, advancing your students. Includes 80 double-laminated letter cards (red vowels) and a Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guide.

CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 years.

These lowercase Spanish alphabet stamps reinforce letter recognition and word building. Use them also for charts, posters, and worksheets. 30 lowercase letters, including it, ch, and fl, ½” each.

Buy All 4 Card Sets and Get a FREE 4-Column Desktop Pocket Chart! A $9.99 VALUE!

303402CEK Confused Sounds in Spelling and Reading

Spanish Bananagrams®

Grades 1 and up

Students can improve their spelling skills and build vocabulary with Spanish Bananagrams. There are many ways to play and the first person to use all their tiles wins! 144 tiles, ½” by ½” each, in a storage bag.

For 2 to 8 players.

CHOKING HAZARD (1).

Essential Spanish Word Sorts™

Book and Demonstration Cards

By Laura Woodard and Amy Coit

Apply word-analysis skills to decode new words.

Grades K–3

Finally, bilingual educators have a comprehensive resource for sorting words in the Spanish language. The picture concept sorts develop oral language and classification skills, and the word sorts help students recognize smaller parts of words that recur, improving their spelling and reading fluency. They can practice sorting concepts such as shapes, seasons, indoors/outdoors, etc.; beginning consonant sounds; common Spanish open syllables (oa, oo, eu, etc.) and rhyming endings; consonant blends and vowel diphthongs; contrasts (silent h, etc.); and confused sounds (soft and hard c, z, g, etc.). Engaging games and activities that reinforce these patterns are included.

In the book you will find: 79 picture and word sorts for class work and homework; forms to help you with management; answer keys for all sorts; a parent/guardian letter in English and Spanish; student sorting homework; instruction cards in Spanish with picture cues; games and activities that practice spelling and concepts in a fun way. Softcover, 8½” by 11”, 120 pages.

B. 301397CEK Beginning Sounds

$12.99

C. 301245CEK Open Syllables and Rhyming Endings

$15.99

D. 301208CEK Beginning Blends and Diphthongs

$13.99

E. 303020CEK Confused Sounds in Spelling and Reading

$15.99

BUY ALL 4 CARD SETS AND GET A FREE 4-COLUMN DESKTOP POCKET CHART!!! A $9.99 VALUE!

303402CEK Confused Sounds in Spelling and Reading

$58.56

BUY THE BOOK AND CARDS AND SAVE $13.00!

304399CEK Essential Spanish Word Sorts Book and Demo Cards

$69.95

Meant to complement Essential Spanish Word Sorts™, these sets of demonstration-size Spanish cards are available in four important spelling study areas. The included Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guide suggests effective ways to sort the categories in each set and reinforce the learning through games and center activities. Display the sort cards in the 4-Column Sorting Pocket Chart™ (#301825), sold separately.

BUY THE BOOK AND CARDS AND SAVE $13.00!

304399CEK Essential Spanish Word Sorts Book and Demo Cards

$69.95

Spanish Alphabet Stamps

Recognize and use Spanish phonemes.

Grades K–8

These lowercase Spanish alphabet stamps reinforce letter recognition and word building. Use them also for charts, posters, and worksheets. 30 lowercase letters, including it, ch, and fl, ½” each.

CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 years.

Spanish Letter Cards (#304406) are available separately online

304466CEK $11.99

Buy 3 or More Sets $10.99 Each Set

304627CEK $7.99

304466CEK $11.99

304348CEK $14.95

Essential Spanish Word Sorts Book and Demo Cards

$23.99

View all of our Demonstration Spanish Cards online

www.reallygoodstuff.com/ell

And ELL Resources At www.reallygoodstuff.com/ell
Spanish Rhyming Endings Flip Books

Identify and produce rhyming words.

Grades K–2

Read a series of rhyming words in Spanish, recognize common rhyming words, and use them to read, write, and spell words containing the same rhyming ending.

Set of 4

Paperback, 16 pages.

1-800-366-1920

$39.99

Spanish Letter Cards (#304402) are available separately online.

Spanish Letter Cards

Beginning, middle, and ending sounds.

Grades K–3

Identify and produce rhyming words.

Set of 4

EZread™ Spanish High Frequency Word Phrase Flash Cards

Present selected words and phrases that have non-phonetic spelling patterns.

Grades K–3

Recognize and pronounce sight word vocabulary with those high frequency Spanish words and phrases. These flash cards give students hundreds of common, everyday phrases to master. The laminated cards are hole-punched on a convenient O-ring and come with a Really Good stuff® Teaching Guide. The set for Grades K–1 includes 75, 4” by 3” double-sided cards; one side has a single word in Spanish; the other has the same sight word used in a short Spanish phrase. The set for Grades 2–3 includes 100, 4” by 3” double-sided cards; each side has a phrase of 2 to 3 Spanish words.

303895CEK Emergent Readers (Grades K–4) $12.99

303896CEK Beginning Readers (Grades 1–3) $13.99

Buy Both Sets and Save 10%!

304282CEK EZread™ Spanish High Frequency Word Phrase Flash Cards Complete Set $24.25

Apprendamos A Leer y Escribir! Primer a Tercer Grado

Demonstrate command of the conventions of Spanish capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

Grades 1–3

Learn to read and write with over 150 exercises to practice, review, and reinforce skills in reading and writing. This resource is a compilation of 4 bestselling titles in both the Spanish and English series. The activities are in Spanish only and cover the following topics: phonics, reading for meaning, capitalization & punctuation, sentence writing, and story writing activities. Softcover, 160 pages.

305613CEK $20.28

Buy 3 or more sets $16.88 each

English My Writing Words Journals (#303351) available on page 46

And ELL Resources at www.reallygoodstuff.com/ell
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### Learn To Read en Español

**Grades K–2 (GRL: B–I)**

Written in Spanish, these repetitive, predictable storylines and illustrations that match the text provide maximum support to the emergent reader. Engaging stories promote reading comprehension while easy and fun activities on the inside back covers extend learning. Softcover, 8–16 pages each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>304328CEK</td>
<td>Learn To Read en Español: 17 Books</td>
<td>$52.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Spanish Early Literacy Set

**Grades Pre-K–K (GRL: A–B)**

These research-based, Spanish-language leveled readers support emergent reading skills through science, math, social studies, and fiction. The appropriate levels help children to begin to read successfully and make continued progress. Includes full-color photos, fun topics, and reading activities. Softcover, 12–16 pages each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>305331CEK</td>
<td>Spanish Early Literacy Set: 12 Books</td>
<td>$52.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Leer y Aprender con alegría (Spanish Reader 10-Book Sets)

**Grades Pre-K–K (GRL: A–B)**

Sing along to learn about the alphabet and the sounds each letter makes or about the human body, animals, and more! Each title suggests a popular tune to accompany the text. The stories feature real-life images, simple, nonfiction text, and colorful art that helps to teach real ideas and basic concepts to young students. Softcover, 12 pages each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. 305371CEK</td>
<td>Little Birdie Spanish Reader Set – Green Set Grades K–1</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 24–32 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 305372CEK</td>
<td>Little Birdie Spanish Reader Set – Red Set Grades 1–2</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 24–32 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 305373CEK</td>
<td>Little Birdie Spanish Reader Set – Blue Set Grades 2–3</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 24–32 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TIME For Kids®: Spanish Nonfiction Readers

**Grades 1–5 (GRL: A–F)**

Authentic nonfiction reading experiences help students develop word recognition, vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Grade 1, Set 1 (shown, A)</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 12–20 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 2, Set 1 (shown, B)</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 24–28 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>Grade 3, Set 1 (shown, C)</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 24–28 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 4, Set 1 (shown, D)</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 48–64 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>Grade 5, Set 1 (shown, E)</td>
<td>10 softcover books in each set, 48–64 pages each. Classpacks include 60 books (6 each of 10 titles).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### And ELL Resources At www.reallygoodstuff.com/ell
American Biographies Spanish
Grades K–2  (GRL: K–L)
Perfect for young animal lovers, these rich
American women and notable American men in these exceptional
books feature high-interest nonfiction text, as well as primary source
resources explore the major classes of the animal kingdom: mammals,
voices, and index. Softcover, 32 pages each.

Common Core Mathematics Spanish
Grades K–3 Each book in these 10-book sets focuses on a
CCSS math standard. They also include a problem solving
activity, and Let’s Explore Math sidebars, as well as engaging nonfiction
text, supporting graphics, photographs, and key vocabulary. Softcover,
32 pages each.

Hopscotch Spanish Readers Set
Grades Pre-K–K (GRL: A–C; Intervention
Levels: 1–4)
Help your Spanish-speaking students jump into literacy with these Spanish-language levered readers featuring colorful photos depicting characters and situations that children can relate to. Topics range from visiting the market to exploring the sea to much more. Softcover, 15–19 pages each.

Descubriendo los ciclos de la naturaleza
Discovering Nature’s Cycles
Grades K–2 (GRL: K–L)
Designed for students at a first-grade reading level, these titles with simple Spanish text and detailed photos help young children identify and predict cycles in the natural world by examining animal behavior or natural phenomena. Includes a glossary and index. Softcover, 24 pages each.

Mi biblioteca de ciencias
(My Science Library)
Grades K–3 Investigate life, physical, earth, and technology science topics with these books that explore NSTA science standards with engaging text and colorful images. Softcover, 24 pages each.

STEM Spanish Book Sets
Grades K–2 Fun and engaging books set the stage for learning in these 20-book collections. The sets include supporting graphics, key vocabulary, activities, and sidebars. 10 softcover books, 32 pages each.

Order Toll Free: 1-800-366-1920 Fax: 1-203-268-1796
Order Toll Free: 1-800-366-1920
Fax: 1-203-268-1796
View More Spanish Language
And ELL Resources At www.reallygoodstuff.com/ell
www.reallygoodstuff.com

**Bilingual Happy Birthday**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.
Grades Pre-K–2 (GRL: AA–B)
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.
Grades Pre-K–3
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**English/Spanish Cognates Shapes Poster**
Cognate products are a bridge to the English language for Spanish-speaking students because many English and Spanish words have similar or identical spellings. These posters will provide a permanent visual reference in the classroom. For more Cognate products, including Learning Decks and Cognate Strips, visit www.reallygoodstuff.com.

**Las Reglas del Tapete (Rug Rules Poster)**
Grades Pre-K–K
One look at this colorful poster will remind students of the rules of good group behavior. An English version appears on one side, a Spanish version on the other. Two-sided poster, 15” by 24”.

**Give Me Five Poster**
Grades K–3
Bright, bold colors remind students of the rules for keeping their bodies in check while paying attention in class. Two-sided poster is printed in English on one side; Spanish on the other. 19” by 24”, laminated.

**Spanish-English Picture Dictionary**
Grades Pre-K–3
148245CEK $5.69
Also Available Separately:
A. 306090CEK English/Spanish Cognate Posters
B. 306087CEK English/Spanish Cognate Food Poster
C. 306082CEK English/Spanish Cognate Shapes Poster
D. 306095CEK English/Spanish Cognate Transportation Poster

**Environmental Labels With Photos**
Grades Pre-K–1
97 laminated photo cards in each set of the most common classroom objects in English or Spanish.

**Spanish-English Cognate Posters**
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Spanish-English Cognate Strips**
Introduce your students to reading genres in English and Spanish! The kit includes 2 handbooks, 12 pages each; in 2 durable display boxes, 8” by 8” by 4”.

**Cognate Strips, visit www.reallygoodstuff.com.**

**Spanish-English Picture Dictionary**
Grades Pre-K–3
148245CEK $5.69
Also Available Separately:
A. 306090CEK English/Spanish Cognate Posters
B. 306087CEK English/Spanish Cognate Food Poster
C. 306082CEK English/Spanish Cognate Shapes Poster
D. 306095CEK English/Spanish Cognate Transportation Poster

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Géneros literarios (Reading Genres)**
10-in-1 Poster Set
Grades Pre-K–K
Distinguish literary genres including fiction, nonfiction, biography, and poetry.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

**Bilingual Happy Birthday!**
Silicone Bracelet Set
Grades K–5
What a fun way to honor birthdays in English and Spanish! 32 bracelets, 8 each of blue, green, yellow, and pink, 2½” diameter each.

**Dual Language Literacy Starter Kit: Complete Set**
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.
BILINGUAL RESOURCES

Let’s Read Bilingual Set
Grades 2–4
These stories, written in a bilingual Spanish and English format, encourage students who are independent readers in their own language to begin learning a second language. These original stories of action and adventure are geared to young readers’ interests. Softcover, 32 pages each.

Bilingual Picture Dictionaries
Grades Pre-K–2
Explore a child’s world, teaching them how to say the things they see in a new language. These books provide a foundation for building language fluency, an understanding of other cultures, and lots of fun! Softcover, 32 pages each.

ESL Teaching Ideas
More! ESL Teaching Ideas
Speak with a command of standard English-language conventions appropriate to grade level.

Vocabulary Lift-Off 4-Pocket Folders
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language and word relationships.

Bilingual Making Connections Poster Set
These 6 laminated English and Spanish posters familiarize students with the types of connections they should make while reading. The Really Good Stuff® Teaching Guides, printed in English and Spanish, include further suggestions and reproducible pages.

First Phrases And Questions
Ask and answer questions in order to seek information, communicate basic needs, or clarify something that is not understood.

Grades K–5
This book provides basic ELL strategies for teachers and students, includes sample activities and lessons across the content areas. Contains TESOL Goals and Standards. Softcover, 112 pages each.

Bilingual First Books
Grades Pre-K–3
Friendly teddy bears teach new words to young children in two languages. These attractive little volumes are entirely bilingual, and each includes a word pronunciation guide on the last page. Softcover, 24 pages each.

Bilingual Picture Dictionaries
Grades Pre-K–2
Explore a child’s world, teaching them how to say the things they see in a new language. These books provide a foundation for building language fluency, an understanding of other cultures, and lots of fun! Softcover, 32 pages each.

Bilingual Making Connections Poster Set
Connect text to text, self, and the real world.

Bilingual First Books
Grades Pre-K–3
Friendly teddy bears teach new words to young children in two languages. These attractive little volumes are entirely bilingual, and each includes a word pronunciation guide on the last page. Softcover, 24 pages each.

Look for this symbol throughout the catalog for more ELL resources!
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